Jeep wrangler chip

Jeep Wrangler Performance Chip. Vehicle Year: Required Choose Options Other Not Listed.
Engine Size: Required Choose Options 4. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase
Quantity:. Learn how we do it. We know this because we're experts in this industry. In addition
to that, our team also develops products for many big name engine performance companies.
We know what we're doing. You can rest assured knowing that you're purchasing directly from
experts and engineers, not just resellers or copy-cat companies that use low quality materials in
their products. What's included my Vertex Performance Kit Purchase? Proudly Made in the
USA! Our products are proudly made in the USA. We manufacture all of our products out of our
Florida facility. We're proud to use premium top quality materials in our products. Don't buy
from companies unless they can guarantee their products are made in the USA. Your car isn't
cheap, so why install performance products with cheap materials in it? Will the Vertex Module
void my vehicle's warranty? Our product should not void your vehicles warranty. In fact, the
Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act protects you against having your warranty voided due to
aftermarket parts! The vehicle manufacturer cannot void your entire vehicle's warranty due to
aftermarket accessories! TIP: You can and should always remove any and all aftermarket
performance parts prior to visiting the dealer for service, with Vertex, it takes less than 2
minutes to remove. What kind of "Expert" Support is included? Every purchase comes with
FREE expert installation support. The support you will receive will be at the factory level. This
means, we will provide installation support for your exact vehicle. Rest assured knowing that
we are the only automotive performance company provinding expert support with genuine
factory information and diagrams. We can help you locate the exact location of installation on
your vehicle with ease. Why haven't you asked for my year and engine size? Don't you need
that? For most of our performance modules, we do not need this information. In fact, nearly all
performance companies that ask for your vehicle's year and engine size are just trying to
convince you that you're purchasing a performance module specific to your vehicle's exact year
and engine size. That is absolutely not the case most of the time. Our modules have been tried
and tested on tens of thousands of vehicles all over the world and perform amazingly. Unless
we specifically ask for your vehicle's year and engine size, you do not need to worry about
providing it. NOTE: We may ask you for your vehicles exact year and engine if you request
installation support. That is because sometimes vehicles even if it's the same generation and
engine size change their module locations. We'll ask only when we need to know to provide
expert advice. Why Choose Vertex Performance? Our Vertex Performance Module not only
increases your vehicle's horsepower and torque, it also increases it's overall miles per gallon.
Our Performance Module unlocks hidden power in your vehicle's engine and increases your
fuel mileage. Save Gas Get paid back, everytime you hit the pump! Our performance module
increases your fuel milage - this means you'll save money between fill ups at the gas station!
Let's look at savings over the course of a year. Now let's take a look at your savings over 5
years of using Vertex Performance. Vertex Performance Modules pay you back! Vertex
Performance Modules are an easy decision to make when you're looking to increase
performance and increase fuel mileage. It didn't have to be this way, though: Toyota says it is
sitting on a four-month stockpile of the chips and will not have to immediately cut production in
response to the chip shortages. Another round goes to the preppers. Audi is expanding the
e-tron lineup to include a hp electric sedan, the e-tron GT. It will share a platform with Porsche's
Taycan and Audi says it'll have miles of range. Even better, there's an RS variant with
horsepower and a claimed 3. Mercedes-Benz gave us a look at a lightly-camouflaged prototype
of the C-class and confirmed that the the V-6 and V-8 variants that have populated the top of the
C-class lineup in recent years will be replaced by four-cylinder engines with varying degrees of
hybrid assist. Jeep traditionally uses the Easter Jeep Safari in Moab, Utah, to reveal outrageous
off-road capable concepts and restomods. This year the position of honor will go to something
we're pretty sure will eventually find its way onto dealer lots: a Wrangler EV concept. Details are
light so far, but we spot one electric motor and at least three battery modules in the drawings
Jeep has released. Stay tuned to find out how far into the backcountry you can go before you
need to start looking for a plug. Toyota has been lagging behind its competitors in the EV game
for years, a result of the company's focus on hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles. But now that a
commitment to transition to electric vehicles is de rigueur , Toyota is jumping on board with a
promise to release two electric vehicles and a plug-in hybrid in Kia is accelerating its
previously-announced EV plans. The company promised this week to deliver 11 electric
vehicles by , roughly a month after saying it wouldn't achieve that goal until No official word on
why the goalposts moved so soon, but could it be to distract us from the fact that the
Hyundai-Kia-Apple partnership that seemed so plausible last week is no more? Individual car
dealerships have been accepting Bitcoin as payment for years. But the announcement that
Tesla had sunk around eight percent of its cash reserves into Bitcoin caused the currency's

price to jump by 10 percent to a record high on Monday. Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi
dismissed this investment strategy as risky and speculative but said his company would be
open to accepting Bitcoin as payment, too. Let's just hope Elon doesn't forget his Bitcoin
password. But as the Norwegians have communicated in a series of videos of their own, they're
just happy to have another ally in the fight against carbon emissions. Speaking of the fight
against carbon emissions: the New York Times reports that thefts of catalytic converters are
skyrocketing around the country thanks to the tightening emissions standards that have made
the metals contained in the converters more valuable. And a white paper of the week from the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. The paper finds that though women are at higher risk of
injury in certain types of car crashes than men are, the discrepancy is related to differences in
the types of vehicles women are more likely to drive and the types of crashes they're more likely
to be involved in, and not to physiological differences that make women more prone to injury.
New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of
Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons
of Related Stories. General Motors. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From This Week in Cars. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Accept PayPal only. Ship to USA only. Orders processed within 48 hours after
payment verification exclude Weekend. We only ship to confirmed ebay addresses. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information hersch Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. California, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now,
you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to
qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item
Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by hersch Products can be wholesale!!! If you have any needs, please send us a
message to contact us. After driving km road total, NitroOBD2 adjusts itself to the car,
according to the drivers' habits and always keeps remaping the ECU to increase the
performance of engine. What does NitroOBD2 make? Thus it keeps the vehicle's power and
torque increasing. With the received data from ECU, NitroOBD2 adjusts the boost pressure,
quantity of fuel, injection timing and pressure to increase the performance of your car. It works
only within the tolerance of the engine. NitroOBD2 finds out the hidden power of your car.
NitroOBD2 does not damage the engine and the car computer ECU or not cause any negative
effects to the car factory setting. NitroOBD2 does not change any of the settings permanently.
And turn the ignition on for 30 seconds. And Turn the engine on. NitroOBD2 settings are
optimal and the best for your car. Even the parameters are different for each vehicle, there
might not be a need to make an additional adjustment. As a consequence, it changes the whole
injection map. EcoOBD2 is the cheap and safe type of tuning. Remapping is a permanent
change to your car. This is the expensive tuning and you cannot remove it. After releasing the

buttom, just wait for a while about sec. Each device available for LPG. Does your car have OBD2
connector? On-Board Diagnostics, or "OBD," is a computer-based system built into all and later
light-duty vehicles and trucks, as required by the Clean Air Act Amendments of OBD systems
are designed to monitor the performance of some of an engine's major components including
those responsible for controlling emissions. Standard ePacket Shipping, with tracking number.
Express Expedited Shipping, with tracking number. Economy shipping need weeks to arrive
mostly. In rare case, it can take up to weeks. It depends on your location and local postal
service e. If you need a faster delivery time, you could choose Express Expedited Shipping. If
you need a tracking number, you could choose Standard ePacket Shipping. Payment We accept
PayPal only. Payment must be madewithin 4 daysof auction closing. Anything caused your
inconvenience we will do our best to correct. Please check the Correct item size of your
vechicle. Thank you! Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United
States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 3 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. This is a private listing and your identity will not be
disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Orders processed
within 48 hours after payment verification exclude Weekend 3. Universal fitment this wiring
harness is compatible with all automobiles boats and devices equipped with a 12V DC power
source Efficient protection power relay for safety protection and conversion circuit blade fuse
protect against overcurrent and short circuit Great switch built-in two premium LEDs emit soft
light to illuminate the patterns easy for you to find the switch in the dark Premium quality
excellent electrical conductivity outstanding bending performance high temperature and
melting resistant longer lifespan. Package Included: 2pcs x 7 inch led headlight 2pcs x H4 to
H13 adapter. Smartphone Bluetooth 4. Capture live colors with your camera. Sync lights to
music, speed, acceleration, and more. Package included: 2PCS X 4. Also know as 5x7. Super
Bright: New arrival 5X7 inch led headlight. With more advanced Osram led chips,much brighter
and durable than stock headlight or other headlights. The cutoff is very sharp and straight. It
won't blind other drivers like other headlights. The anti-flicker is integrated with circuit board.
Perfectly avoid flickering. Some Toyota car need use H4 wring socket to change pins new
included in the package ,Toyota pick up,Toyota Tacoma,will need to buy extra relay kit. Extreme
Performance. Grab hold of the Grab Handles when you need a helping hand in or out of your rig.
They're ideal for avid off roaders and daily drivers alike, providing a secure point to hold on for
dear life when things get rough. Tough Construction. Each handle is crafted from durable, black
nylon webbing to provide the flex and support necessary for assisting a full grown man or
woman in and out of your Wrangler. A tough rubberized grab handle ensures a firm grip for long
lasting performance that won't wear out like cheaper foam versions. This set of Four sport grab
handles install painlessly with a hook and loop design. No modification is necessary. Sold as a
set of 4 handles. Over 15 prebuilt holiday themes With DIY customize function. This white Halo
changes from white to amber once the turn signal is used. That amber light will immediately
turn back to white once the turn signal is off again. Package included: 2Pcs x 7 inch led
headlight, 2Pcs x H4 to H13 adapter. Package included: 2 x 7 inch led headlight 2 x H4 to H13
adapter. Package included: 2pcs X 7inch Jeep lights. One thing that you might have still from
your old Jeep are a pair of upgraded headlamps. These brackets fill in the gap of the larger
opening so you can give your Jeep an upgrade in the headlight department while also making it
stand out from the others. Be sure to purchase the package with the pulse modulators if using
LED headlights. Headlamps are sold separate. This is an excellent driving light for your Off-road
Vehnicle. The housing was designed to provide exceptional heat dispersion by using Direct
Ducted Cooling, which allows air to travel from the front of the housing to the rear. With a
day-time running light, low, and high power mode, it will fulfill all your lighting needs. Bluetooth
or Cell Phone App Control for: color changing, blinking, flashing, brightness, etc. Installation
takes only few minutes. This is an excellent design led driving light for your Off-road Vehnicle.
The Jeep Laser headlight is designed to penetrate distances greater. High Beam for wide
viewing angle while Laser beam supplement for more brightness and longer illumination
distance. It can be used as tail light,turn signal light,brake light,back up reverse light and

running light. Light up faster, strong penetrability, low power consumption and long life,and
also can waterproof and shock-proof. Buit-in resister solve the flicker issuse, prevent most of
decoding issues and ensure functionality No need add load resistors anymore. Our led jeep tail
lights have great heat dissipation. Shockproof, waterproof IP Over hours lifespan. Package
Included : 2pcs X Led tail lights for jeep wrangler. Philips Power: 30W low beam, 60W High
beam. No need extra decoder due to built-in anti-flicker harness. Usually need about 20 minutes
to install the led jeep headlights, just plug and play. Direct stock fog light upgrade for Jeep
Wrangler JK. Easy installation. With these handles, you and your passengers can easily get in
and out of the Jeep Wrangler. The handle also provides much-needed support when you
encounter bumpy rock paths while driving. It can keep your passengers safe and secure in the
seat. Eye-catching style. These grips give your Jeep a shocking accent while adding to its
rugged, off road style for an all-around superior look. Its surface is in a paint finish for
long-lasting corrosion resistance and a beautiful appearance. For those with light mechanical
skills, it takes only about 30 minutes to install these handles. For your convenience, all
mounting hardware is included in the package. LED headlights for vehicles with 7x6 sealed
beam type headlights also known as 5x7. Update the look of your vehicle while improving your
visibility with little to no modification; Helps to reduce traffic accidents cause by bad weather or
adverse road condition. You simply have to re-arrange the pins. Rugged Ridge Includes
installation hardware. Fully adjustable hood catch was built as a stronger direct replacement for
the OE catches that degrade and fail after years of use. Go to Top. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Don't envy anymore, you
can have LED fog lights too! Use our bracket adapters to install 4" LED fog lights on your
bumper. Features: Full steel construction for durability and strength High-quality powder coat
resists rust and fade No drilling required Specifications: Dimensions: 7. Skip to main content.
You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U.
Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 9 hrs and 38
mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Xprite USA. Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Visit the Xprite Store. Extra Savings Promotion Available. Here's how
restrictions apply Add both to Cart. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add both to Cart Add both to List. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may
like. Compare with similar items. Special offers and product promotions. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who
bought this item also bought. Load Capacity. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. After this shade tree engineering I have fog lights right
where they need to be. Well designed product. Good finish. Nice they come with fine thread
machine screws to attach lights to the brackets. Images in this review. They work perfectly and
are essential l. I also highly recommend these headlights, super bright, great price. By Jill on
January 19, I'm not sure if I missed something somewhere in the product description, but I was
under the impression that these were a bolt-right-on conversion bracket. The only reason I gave
two stars is because they were reasonably strong brackets that fit close enough to make them
work with some modifications. First, the radius cutout on the bracket did not match the radius
of the fog light housing, so I had to use a rotary grinder to widen the bracket's radius. Then, in
order to correctly center the fog light in the bumper's opening I needed to fabricate spacers
under the bracket mounts, otherwise when tightening the bracket it pushed the lights out of
alignment. The whole installation took a little over an hour because of the modifications when it
should have been a 15 minute job. Update on They r not bolt on product I took me almost hour
and half because the brackets are not matching the holes in bumper! I had to use zip tie to align
it and tight it down! Disappointed but some how I made it work. Used to install KC fogs in my
Hardrock bumper. I replaced the hardware that came with it as the screws just seemed to small.
I used some cap screws, washers, and lock nuts from HomeDepot. But you can modify to make
them work. Would I recommend? THis bracket works perfectly and the other"Name Brands"

were twice the price. Highly recommend this product. I cannot speak to the ease of installation
or sturdiness yet but this are required of you have the 10th anniversary bumper for the Jeep. I
did not know that when I purchased the lights originally. They did work though! See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. I retrofitted some washers but two did require grinding a
corner off to get them seated properly. Other than that tip, these work perffctly so far. Report
abuse. Does what it is supposed to do and more economical than others. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: jeep wran
2005 silverado fuel filter
2002 chevy malibu overheating problems
2012 honda crv repair manual
gler 4x4 , jeep rubicon , fog light mounting brackets , anniversary edition , jeep led lights.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

